
D R .  V I R G I N I A  S T O R M E R

Designing Effective Research 
Posters



The Basics

 Microsoft Power Point 
 Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, or InDesign
 Make sure your page size is set to the correct poster 

size (36x42 or 42x36)
 In Powerpoint, enter the dimensions for the poster

 Design > Slide Size > Custom Slide Size…or…
 File > Page Set Up  

 Print posters through The Studio 
(https://www.lib.utk.edu/studio/print-form/)
 Print on coated or glossy paper—not plain
 Pick up available at Hodges or Pendergrass Library



The Purpose

 Your poster should answer the following questions:
 Why did you do this?
 What are you adding to current knowledge?
 What were your methods?
 What did you find?
 What do you recommend?



Formatting Titles and Subheadings

 Aim for around 
 80-120 pt. font size for your title 
 48-68 pt. for subheadings
 32-42 pt. for text

 Make sure to include group author names and 
affiliations

 Use generic/easy-to-follow subheadings 
 Don’t allow your title to be too lengthy. Avoid colons 

if possible
 Know your audience!



Formatting Text

 Use a serif font type for body text
 SERIF
 SANS-SERIF

 Keep your text to no more than 900 total words
 Use bullets, highlighting, headings, etc. to present 

information in a visually appealing and easily 
digestible manner

 Use lists instead of paragraphs



Formatting Graphs and Images

 LABEL EVERYTHING!
 Y-axis graphs should be horizontally aligned, if 

possible
 ALWAYS have a caption
 Make graphs easy to read
 Do not use colored backgrounds, grid lines, or boxes



Organizing the Poster

 Be aware of reader-gravity: order things top to 
bottom, left to right.

 Use a 3 or 4 column format and 3 or 4 row format
 Avoid hard to read colors or distracting color 

schemes
 White space is ok! Work to achieve balance
 Highlight the “takeaway” message
 Make sure to include your references & 

acknowledgements















Useful Websites

 Brand.utk.edu

 https://ugresearch.utk.edu/activities/eureca/
 Be careful with other templates that may not be sized 

correctly!
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